with Gary Smith
UKCP Registered Psychotherapist. MBACP (Accred)

An opportunity to join a 10 week therapy
group at Wellspring, to explore life issues in a
safe and confidential setting.
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This 10 week group offers an opportunity to embark on a shared
journey, learning more about how you relate to others, enhancing
awareness, and experimenting with being and behaving differently in a
safe and supportive setting.
There can be great benefit to sharing difficult and painful life
experiences with others. Being heard and recognised in therapy can be
liberating, empowering and can lead to feeling less isolated. The group
experience enables this to take place in a wider context than individual
therapy.
You may be or have been in individual therapy and now want to
explore being in a group. Sitting alongside individual therapy, group
therapy can offer a complementary experience and a group may be
your first experience of therapy.
Working within a flexible structure, Gary will draw on gestalt therapy,
psychodrama action methods, creativity, journal writing and mindfulness practice. Taking a positive view of human potential, Gary aims to
work through affirming individual strengths and resources, and will
draw on these to explore the potential for change in a lively, encouraging and creative way.

I would like to book a place on the weekly therapy group.
I would like to pay the full fee for 10 weeks in advance.
I would prefer to pay the fee weekly in advance.
Please make cheques payable to

Please send the form to: Wellspring, 13 Smith’s Place, Edinburgh,
EH6 8NT. (which is also the venue for the group).
Gary will contact you to arrange a 40 minute one to one session
prior to joining the group, which will cost £15.
Name:_________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Tel:_____________________Mob:__________________________________
Email__________________________________________________________

is a psychotherapist, supervisor and experienced group
facilitator with over 30 year’s involvement in personal development
work with both individuals and groups, including working with people
with learning disabilities, adults on the autistic spectrum, an arts worker
in mental health projects, teaching in further education and as a
freelance community artist. Gary has trained in Gestalt Psychotherapy,
Community Theatre, Psychodrama Psychotherapy and Supervision.
He is committed to his own creative and personal development, has
practiced meditation for many years, and is a founder member of a
Playback Theatre company.
Gary abides by the code of ethics of UKCP, BPA, and BACP.
Wellspring, 13 Smith’s Place, Edinburgh, EH6 8NT.
Email: mail@wellspring-scotland.co.uk Tel: 0131 553 6660

Please make a statement about yourself and what you hope to get from the group.

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
The group will involve sharing from personal experience, so please inform me if there is
anything we should be aware of in order to support your full participation.

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

